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Self in Indian Political Tradition: 
Kautilya's Arthasastra and Gandhiji's Hind Swaraj 

K . RAGHAVENDRA RAO 

The question of what constitutes the political in any political tradition 
revolves round the question ofhow the 'self whether postulated explicitly 
and implicitly or rejected explicitly or implicitly, is understood and 
conceptualised. This is for the simple reason that the discrete individual 
human person, whether atomistically construed or not, is the starting 
point for any political discourse or political praxis. Therefore, a tentative 
discussion of the 'self in Indian political tradition is presented here as 
an important key to understanding the notion of the political in Indian 
political tradition. This, of course, raises the thorny and intractable 
question of what constitutes Indian political tradition. I shall not get 
entangled too much with this issue for the purpose of this paper, and 
assume a somewhat deliberately simplistic notion of that tradition. The 
term 'Indian' can be stretched to cover a time-framework running from 
the Vedic period to the most recent times. I do not believe in differentiating 
between the various religious strands such as the Hindu, the Buddhist, 
the Jain and the Muslim, as separate traditions. Instead, I shall regard 
them asconstituentelements that collectively go to make up a problematic 
and contestable notion oflndiari tradition . 

I assume a reasonable consensus on the choice ofKaut.ilya'sArtha.Sastra 
and Gandhiji's Hind Swaraj as two seminal texts at the heart of that 
tradition. But before getting down to specifics, let me offer a brief 
comment on the overall framework and the method employed in this 
paper. The overall framework is simple enough to formulate, though its 
operationalization poses formidable challenges. But these challenges 
are too fundamental and fundamentally relevant to us to be either 
bypassed or soft-pedalled. Those trained in India in the modern social 
sciences as I was, become socialized into a certain conscious or 
subconscious stance in terms of perception and epistemology, and the 
first crucial step in the direction of understanding, let alone meeting, 
these challenges, is to make a conscious effort to get out of this stance. 
In short, there has to be a good bit of unlearning as a pre-condition to 
handling the challenges. What then is this stance? Simply put, it is the 
epistemological stance of observing ourselves, our past, our present and 
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our future from a location exterior to ourselves and our being, and this 
location, i~ the ultimate analysis, is the West, that is, the West as refracte? 
through colonial oppression and trauma, rather than the Wes.t as 1t 
understands itself or as it could have been understood by us m the 
counterfactual absence of these historically constricting a.fflictions. 1 We 
tend to look at us ourselves as the West would look at us and certainly want 
us to look a t ourselves, not through any overt political coercion but 
through the far worse mechanism of internalized slavery. As a result, we 
become the 'other ' without becoming the 'self. In fact, we reduce the 
self to the other! Virtually all our predicaments and dilemmas in every 
aspect of our individual or collective life can be traced to this fun dam en tal 
incapacity to constitute ourselves, and, worse, even to see this incapacity 
as the source of our historical fate. We are like patients who depend 
absolutely on doctors who are bent upon, notonlynot curing our ills, but 
who are determined both to aggravate the existing diseases and to add 
a whole lot of new ones to them! Given this understanding of our 
predicament, I propose to look at the Indian material with a minimal 
theore tical and/ or ideological investment drawn on Western resources. 
I said 'minimal' advisedly because in this day and a t this time the West is 
too much with us to be totally dispensed with . As a consequence, the 
method employed here will be to allow the texts to speak for themselves 
and formulate their own problems, themes and solutions through their 
own structure and language to the maximum extent I am capable of 
doing. 

Before closing this introductory section, let me quickly clear out of way 
two possible misunderstandings. T he first is to see in my position some 
sort of atavistic and nativistic revivalism or regression. Possibly some post
structural and post-modernist eyes might even detect the presence of an 
evil, the evil of essentialism. I think the onslaught on essentialism has 
been overplayed. White freezing historical momen ts in to timeless essen ces 
should be properly guarded against, this is no argumen tagainst the n eed 
to generate temporarily stable structures and coherent narratives to 
make sense of even our attacks on essentialism. Contingency cannot 
displace the need for essences, and what it does is to subject essen ces to 
constant questioning. Even if one were to reject the notion of essences 
or the Aristotelean tews, one should be able to identify entities with 
provisional identities in order to deal with them- accept them, modify 
them or destroy them. Anyway reverting from this digression to my m ain 
position, I am not enamoured of the past simply because it is the past, 
assuming for the moment that I can construct it in its original purity. Yet 
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the fact that the past is our past does endow it with some privilege, 
legitimacy, and power, but! think this legitimacy derives ultimately from 
a past that has been digested and situated in the total context of our past, 
present and future. No individual or a society can gobble up all his/ her I 
its past indiscriminately, but, at the same time, they canno t abo lish the 
past equally indiscriminately. In other words, the past is always present as 
a presence in the present. 

The second misunderstanding I anticipate is to see my position as 
naive relativism. If by relativism, one implies in post-structural mode the 
absolute impossibility of all universalistic categories, then I am not a 
re lativist. I am a relativist to the extent that universal categories are 
necessary but not sufficient in the sense thatthey need to be ex is ten tially 
med iated by local structures and realities. If one so wishes, one might call 
this 'qualified ' relativism o r even more excitingly 'rela tive' re la tivism. 
The point to note, however, is that we live neither in a world exclusively 
made up of particulars nor exclusively made of universals. We are called 
upon to live in, and transact with, a complica ted universe in which the 
two are in a continuous and vibrant te nsion , interpen e tra tion , 
confrontation, media tion and negotiation . No doubt, our colonial 
experience may legitimately require us now to focus more on the 
particular / local than on the universal, as has been done by our own 
subalterns or the guiltriddled post-modernists in th e post-colonial West. 
But this can only be a matter of strategy at best. In challenging the 
Western universals, we are challenging merely pseudo-universals. We 
are, in fact, struggling hard to genera te Indian universals, as Gandhiji was 
constantly doing. I concede that this way of putting the matter in terms 
of distinction and polarities is already to have yielded some g round to the 
Western universalistic claims, but this is a tactical concession imposed on 
us by our colonial fa te and it may have to be withdrawn in the course of 
our confrontation with the Western universals. 

II 

Instead of asking our question, 'How does Lhe 'self' figure and function 
in Kau~lya's text?', let us find out what are the questions that the text 
itself may be cla imed to ask and answer. For this purpose, I shall focus 
selectively on those portions of the text which raise general questions of 
principles, deliberately bypassing the o thers which are essen tially of the 
type of a manual of practical instructions. I am aware that this is already 
to depart from the hidden Kaut.ilyan assumption , an assumption central 
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h d .ti. 1 pre-modern systems of thought, that theory and to muc tra 1 ona , . . . . 
ti. · tr"cably 1·nterwoven that no meanmgful distinction or prac ce are so mex 1 . . . . 

d . b them can be presupposed. Wh1le admitting th1s 1stance etween . . . . 
departure, I want to claim that I shall be mitiga ting 1ts consequences by 
trying to be sensitive to the first-order implications ~f apparently second
order issues. For instance, I am specifically assummg that the second
order questions may also involve questions of principle bu ~that these Carl 

be shown to be derivable from more basic first-order questions. As for the 
text employed here, I have preferred ,s;amasast_ry's earlier. ~nglish 
version. Though, in some ways, Kangle s trar~slatiOn and ed1tmg are 
superior , I find the older version more trustworthy precisely because it 
is old-fashioned, likely to be more faithful to the le tter and the spiri t of 
the original. 

T he first most basic question raised by Kaut.ilya in Book I, Chapter 1, 
rela tes to the nature of his own text. H e makes two points forthrightly. 
The first is tha thisworkis 'a compendium of almost all the Arthasastras ... ' . 
These earlie r works are said to be written or composed by 'ancient 
teachers'. Right at the start, we confront a text which de-escalates 
individual authorship in terms of a tradition of collective knowledge 
transmitted incrementally and inter-generationally. But this does not 
mean that Kau!:i lya refuses to play the role of an author bu t he cer tainly 
does not think much of displaying his authorial status. H ence, even 
before the text unfolds, we are in the presence of a particular conception 
of the self, though in an authorial-textual context. The self, it is implied , 
is a contingen t conjunction, with no transcendental grounding beyond 
its mundane connection with the text. 

The second poin t is that the aim of the ancient teachers in composing 
the Artha5astras was to help in the 'acquisition and maintenar~ce of the 
earth.' Now this way of formulating the situation eliminates the need for 
asking such questions as to who acquires the earth, how he/ sh e acquires 
it arid why does he/ she acquire it. It also eliminates the issues of 
legitimacy - whether there are any illegitimate ways of acquir ing and 
maintaining the earth and whether there are ar~y 'moral' limits to the 
acquisition of the earth. This is not to say th at such questions are n o t 
raised. !ndee~, they are. But the Indian (traditional-classical) style of 
~eo~etical discourse does not raise these questions abstractly but 
mvanably contextually and concretely. In o ther words, the universal and 
the general is always cognized as embodied ar~d concre tely arti cula ted . 
In sharp contrast, the Western theory discourse tends to fo rmulate and 
discuss such issues in an abstractly theore tical mode, presupposing a gap 
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between theory and reality. No .wonder Indian scholars, reared in the 
Western discourse tradition, though not really good Western scholars 
themselves, tend to reject this Indian way of doing theory as either wholly 
untheoretical or inadequately theoreticaJ.3 Already we have here the 
modern Western problem of the self in a concealed form but as a 
problem theoretically rejected as out of court. 

In the Western theoretical tradition, even in its premodern history 
including, surprisingly enough, its Christian phase (perhaps not so 
surprising considering the Lutheran claims on behalf of the individual 
Christian conscience), the self begins to constitute itself as a privileged 
and autonomous and self-authenticating category. This becomes, 
however, more explicitly articulated in the modern period, climaxing in 
the Kantian hymns to the rational and autonomous self. Though in the 
early modern period, even in Descartes, one finds an attempt to ground 
this rational self in a first principle or God, the subsequent history of 
modern Western culture appears to have been a gradual rejection of any 

transcendentality. In a way, the current post-structural, post-modernist 
attacks on foundationalism and originarism were already implicit as a 

potentiality in the project of modernity. In any case, modernity, as is now 
becoming increasingly clear, is inherentlyundefinable, as it has built into 
it a principle of perpetual self-denial. 

But the notion of the author as an individual person creating an 
original text and owning responsibili ty for it, thanks to the cultural 
institutionalization ofwritingthrough theGuttenbergGalaxyisacornmon 
place notion in the Western tradition. The text is fatally attached to an 
unreplicable, unique signature. Kau!-ilya's formulation rejects the 
possibili ty of such an inflated authorial self, endowed with a self-propelling 
and self-legitimating rationali ty creating abstract and conceptual 
structures delinked from a God-created existential order. Taken in 
conjunction, the two assumptions, the Kau~lyan assumption ofaselfthat 
cannot create original texts ab initio and the modern notion of an 
au tho rial self that can textually construct its own universe of abstractions 
and conceptual entities by its own rationality, out of and even counter to, 
the reality created by God or naturally and non-humanly given as a 
facticity, leads one to choose between two options: one may assert that 
the self was not constituted formally as a serious issue in the Indian 
political or cultural traditions as articulated by Kau~lya or that Kau~lya 
does subscribe to a notion of the self but one far removed from the 
familiar post-medieval Western notion of the self. The Kau!-ilyan self 
seems to have considerable moral, intellectual, and psychological 
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d e almost advantage over the modem insofar as it may enable us to pro uc ' 
paradoxically, a self based on our self-constituted self1 . , 

. 'Th E d of Scie nces , In Book I, Chapters II to IV, the theme IS the e n , . , Of 
h · th · /f · s of Scie nces . t at IS, e purpose/purposes and funcuo n uncuon t 

. · ·fy our curren , course, the te rm science here obviously does no t sigm 
modern Western and restrictive notion , and it refers broadly to_ andy 

d. · II · any speclfie tra 1t1ona y crystallized body of knowledge cen tremg on . 
1 and bounded terrain. But first we can see that Kau~ilya sees no essentta 

d. · · · · f roducers IS tinction be tween an individual author and the collect.IVlty 0 P . 
of the knowledge system to which he contributes because he sees h~s 

h · t d by hiS aut orsh1p as merging into a background of knowledge crea e 
d 

· · do m does no t pre ecessors. But this acknowledgment of collective WIS • h 
· 1 · · or slaVIs tmp Y any genuflexion before the past. Neither total reJectio n n . 
subservience to tradition characte rizes this traditio n. Kau~ilya m entwns 
th · · h u· d the e positions of the school of Manu the school of Br aspa ' an 

h I ' · late s~ 00 
of Usanas, but does not hesitate to depart fro m them to artlc~ 

0 his ow_n_ posi~on . One can perhaps describe this stan~e as one of bemg t 
~ tr~ztzon wzthout being in it. While he calls his own VIews as those o f ~f 
~nd~~dual teacher, he discards the view of o the rs not as those 
IndiVIduals but as of schools. . :> 

Why does he not speak of a school of his own , th e school ofKau!J.lY~·f 
~[course, ~h_e immediate answer is tha t he has yet to found a sc~oo~ n 
hisov.:n. T~ls 1I_O~lies that knowledge grows both through the c~ntr_I~uuo 
of unique ~~dl_Yiduals of genius and through a collec tivi ty of mdlVlduals 
who work Wi thm the given parameters ye t adding to it. To the successors, 
knowledg~. comes down, transmitted through schools. All this. m ay 
~p~e~r triVIal and obvious, but it underscores an important pomt -
md!VId_ual con tributions acquire salience only when enmeshe d in a 
c~llectJve context. Is this historical process of growth of knowledg~ 
different from that in the West:> Th . bo th 'yes' and ' no '. 'Yes . . . e answer IS 
bec_ause th1s IS how knowledge seems to have grown in th~ West thro ug h 
an mcremental process, involving a c d of 'plodders and a t nodal . , . , , row d 
pomts, gemuses. No' because the relationship between the plod e rs 
a~d geniuses is not the same in the two traditio ns. The qualita tive 
d1ffer~nce between the two is that the Ind ian traditio n downgrades the 
ploddmgness of the plodders as well as the superio r cla ims o f the 
gen~uses. This is because the self of the plodders as we ll as the self o f t_he 
genmses are effaced by the overarching authority of the collecuve 
tradition. In contrast, in the West, despite schools and simila r collective 
structures, the tendency is to emphasize the self o f bo th categories by 
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d owngrading that of the plodders while e levating that of the geniuses. 
No doubtKau!:ilya takes considerable pains to emphasize his difference 

from the predecessor schools, but h e does it in such a way that his views 
are formulated in a predominantly third-person vocabulary, thus 
minimizing the intrusion of the self into a truth domain transcending all 
self-considerations. Through what looks like a trivial discussion of merely 
the number of legitimate sciences, Kau!:ilya underlines his difference 
from the earlier schools in more substantive terms. According to his own 
position, there are four legitimate sciences, and they are: Anvik~iki or 
roughly metaphysics/philosophy, the Vedas (he recognizes only three, 
the Trayi), Varta (agriculture, cattle-breeding and trade), and Da.J)Q.aniti 
(science of government). His reasons for arriving at this position aie not 
e laborated but they _are fairly clear. The school of Manu is rejected 
because it subsumes Anv'ik~iki under the Vedas whereas Kau!iJya pleads 
for a relative autonomy for the reasoning self by carving some space for 
Anvik~iki demarcated away from the authority of the Vedas. However, 

Kau!:ilya does not go into the question of the relationship between this 
relatively autonomous philosophical activity and the authoritative Vedas. 
One is left to speculate on sev~ral possibilities. It is possible to infer that 
Anvik~iki has a limited right to question the truth of the Vedas, and the 
truth then can be said to emerge out of a dialectical interaction between 
the traditional Ind ian categories of Sruti(Vedas) and Smrti (rational 
enquiry) including Acara (praxis). In other words, Sruti or revealed 
truth, while ultima tely absolute, is available to human beings through the 
contingen cy of their temporal reasoning. In this formulations, Anvi~iki 
and the Vedas are placed on a footing of equality at the level of human 
transaction. On the oth er hand, it is possible thatAnv'ik~iki and Vedas are 
not equal, though separate, and that the function of Anvik~iki, i.e., 
merely to interpret and clarify the Vedas, never to question them. But in 
the Indian tradition, interpretation tends to spill over into interrogation 
and even original creation by a self disguising itself as non-self. It is clear 
tha t both the situations obtained in pre-Muslim India, thus e nabling the 
production of inte llec tual structures by a constantly self-subordinating 
self. 

Kau !:ilya rejects the sch ool ofBrhaspati because it h eld that there are 
only two sciences- the Varta and DaQQ.anlti. This school rej ects the Vedas 
because its truth is subsumed under Lokayatravidah, that is, the practical 
experience of temporality or temporal affairs. In short, it reduced the 
transcendental and the trans-historical to the temporal. Though Kautilya 
does not explain why he takes this view, one can hazard a guess. It may 
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be that he recognized th . d instrument ~ . . e ma equacy of human rationali ty as an 
transcende talor mv~sttgating truth, without the back-up of some 

n secunty In th -the Vedas Th h · 0 er words, one needs both Anvik~iki and 
. e sc ool of Usan . . . . . fi parsimony it . a 1S rej ected because m 1ts passiOn or 

recogmzes only 0 · f government. To Kautil a ne SCience as legitimate, the science o 
anditmustbegr d Y ,_governmentisnot awhollyautonomous arena, 
knowledge ofg oun ed m both moral and spiritual te rrains, and h ence 

overnment ne d b . . . . 1 of sciences. e s to e Situated wtthm a Wider comp e:x 

Is Kau!:ilya here attacki . . . . . . 
cognitive diversity ~g reductiOniSm, that IS, a mode of ehmmaung 
what may be call:~~~d 1~ _a diversi~ed reality? Or is he merely attacking 
ontological diversity:> 

1 
gmuve m~msm while accepting m etaphysical/ 

one but modes of i~ n ~ore plam language, is h e saying tha t reality is 
consider reality a epistemological appropriation four? Or does he 

. system of i t d f reality and therefo n er ependence between four aspects o 
. re we need f< f . . 

sciences? The text its lfd our separate modes o cogmtwn or 
. . e oes not . I h ttls possible to relate th. . . g1ve us any unequivoca answer, thoug 
four Puru~arthas.4 IS Situation to the tradi tional Indian theory of the 

As for the goal of th . 
pr~vi~e a knowledge :;e. ~ctences, Kau!:-ilya clearly states that it is to 
pnnc•ples as well as t h nghteousness' or right conduct or moral 
words, the moral ando th elp acquire wealth or material goods. In other 
single structure ofkn le material goals are seen as cohering within a 
· r . . ow edge B . . •mp tcat10n ts that all th · ut It 1s, however , n ot clear whether the 

· t h e four · regts ers, t ough they . . sctences yield knowledge in both the 
the two sets of conce nughtdtffers in their mode of doing so or whether 

· rns are sctences - the first two . narrowly tied and distributed across the 
I h Sciences t wea t or material goal p o moral goal and the last two sciences to 

th . · erha · . . e second Implication . . ps, m VIew of a clear statement supporung 
· · l f ' 1 t IS sa£ fi . pnnctp e o functional er not to accept the 1rst m which the 

~etap~ysical integration.s~aration and specjal ization. co-exists wi th 
With phtlosophy, itself co .~e text says, the Anvik~iki IS co-terminous 
Lokayata. But what is th~Pnst~gthe traditional darsanas, including the 
clue but it may be inferred u~c~o~ of philosophy itself? We get no clear 
being performed by ditte t at It ts multi-functional , different functions 

rent m , 
Yoga and the Lokayata. etaphysical systems - the Sankhya, the 

This raises such questions as· . . 
into righteousness? Does each· what ts their rela tionship to the e nquiry 

one ofth 'ts of rules and norms regarding ri em gener~te 1 own sp ecific set 
&hteousness, and, tf so, do we h ave h ere 
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a metaphysical pluralism leading to a moral pluralism? If the answer is 
'yes', then the Indian tradition would appear to be morally more liberal 
than most modern e thical discourses. The Vedas are said to teach us what 
constitute righteous acts and what unrighteous acts. But in what sense? 
Do they perform this role through authoritative prescription or through 
an understanding of the moral issues involved in a con crete situation in 
te rms of rational argumentation and/ or exemplars e mbodying 
righteousness in narrative discourses? These are important questions 
with a bearing on the question of the self in Indian tradition. Let m e 
probe this a little further. We may construct a 'self' which thinks for itself 
and arrives at what is righteous and what is not righteous, either in a 
purely abstract-analytical mode or through an abstract-analytical mode 
as applied to n arrated exemplars, say, the episodes in the epics. 

It is not very material whether the moral reflection is stimulated by 
abstract considerations or concrete exemplars, but what is importan t is 
that on e reflects before choosing a particular course of action. In this 

sense, the self is autonomous but within a whole complex reality which 
perpetually restricts the autonomy and engages in a dialectical tension 
with it. Moreover , the self in the Indian tradition, unlike in the modern 
Western political theory, reflects not abstractly on other abstractions but 
reflects abstractly on concretely presented exemplars in a narrative 
discourse. The traditional self, thus, is more cen trallyengaged in existence 
than the modern Western se~f, and thus tends to minimize the theory
praxis dichotomy. Its n otion of theory, to borrow from Marxist vocabulary, 
is a notion of theory of theory and practice. If the encounter with the 
Vedas is taken to be on e moment, certainly a crucial moment, in the 
process of reaching an understanding of righteousness, then how do the 

Vedas differ functionally from the Anvik~iki? Perhaps the answer is that 
the Ved as provide a transcendental/ intuitive grounding, which is 
necessary but n o t sufficient for attaining true knowledge of the righ t and 
the good. The sufficient condition is provided by the Veda-informed 
reflection of the self seeking to a ttain such knowledge. The Varta is a 
mo re transparen t category. It is a science yielding knowledge about the 
ways in which wealth can be produced or acquired and the ways in which 
it cannot be produced or acquired. The science of government is 
supposed to yield knowledge about the 'expedient', 'inexpedient', 
'potency' and 'impotency'. 

In fact,Arthasastra is n o t concerned with wealth prodm:tion at all, and 
it is on a terrain on which strategies and tactical moves are made in a 
perpetual game of acquiring physical or coercive power. Does it then 
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follow that Kau~ilya excludes from the science of government issues of morality, of righteousness and unrighteousness? Certainly he does s~, bu t to say this is also misleading unless one adds the rider that thiS formulation is applied only to government considered as a means and a mechanism. It may be morally disenaged at a secondary level but it ~an never be morally indifferent. In its aspect as a means it n eeds justificauon and legitimati<:n by ends which are postulated on anothe r terrain, ~he terrain of the Anvik~ikl in conjunction with the Vedas. Thus, Kauplya shifts issues modern Western political theory would discuss to the realm of philosophy and the transcendental-intuitive. The autonomy of the government is only in terms of its status as a means, as a machinery, b~t in relation to ends it has to be subordinate to the moral domain . That l S why Kauplya assigns the highest place to the domain of Anvik~ikl, the domain where ends are negotiated. He calls it the 'most beneficial to the world '. It keeps the mind 'steady and firm in weal and woe', and confers on those who study it 'excellence of foresight, speech and action '. The function of the triple Vedas- Sarna, Rg and Yajur- is ' to determine.th~ respective duties of the four castes and of the four orders of religious hfe . In short, the government5 may have its own technical ends pertaining to limited short-term instrumental goals, but these must be consistent with, and conducive to, the most fundamental life-goals postulated by the Vedas in the form of Varnasrama dharma, as mediated reflexively b~ Anvi~ikl. The triple Vedas stipulate authoritatively in the ir role as Sr~tU the duties to be followed by an individual as a member of a commu01ty organised on the basis of the Varnasrama dharma. The duties relating to one's own caste and one's stage of life are absolute as regulating norms. Their violation would result in the destruction ofthe world itselfbecause of'confusion of castes and duties' . But if one followed one's caste duties one would attain 'svarga' (paradise/heaven) and 'anantya' (bliss of infinity). Kau~lya does not merely call upon th e individual to do his duties on pain of rewards and punishmen ts in after-life; he re-situates them politically within a system of this-worldly rewards and punishments by transforming these moral duties into political duties to the king who himself is bound by the Varnasrama dharma to uphold Varnasrama dharma. Thus the self comes to be defined ultimately as a subject of moral and poli tical duties enshrined in the Varnasrama dharma but contingently generated through the Sruti-Smrti dialectic. One might at this point argue that the self has been negated by impersonal codes and sanctions or alternatively hold that the self is salvaged through being permitted to reflexively internalize the codes, subject to the ultimate 
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royal authority to recognize whether a duty has been performed or 

violated. 
Ye t it is difficult to avoid the impression that KauJ]lya displays a strong 

proclivity to displace even this restrictive refl exivity by the self by stating 

that a ll the three contexts- those of Anv!k1]ik1, Vedas and Varta - which 

allow the selflimited refl exivity and opportunity to assert autonomy, rest 

on the enforceability of the Dat:!<;la, the coereive power of the government, 

its function of punishing violation of not merely legal codes enacted by 

royal authority but more basic moral-social codes founding the very 

social o rder. But it must be noted that it is not clear whether KauJ]lya is 

talking about the issues in epistemological/ theoretical terms or in purely 

praxeological terms. T his apart, Kau!ilya circumscribes the Dar:I<;la 
function by making it unqualifiably functional, that is, making it precisely 
adequ a te in authority to its function of punishing viola tion of the codes. 

The punishment has to be just and right in terms of the overall societal 

goals, and never too severe nor too light. Punishment must b e based on 

' due con sideration', n~t on a ruler 's person al whims and fancies, greed 

and anger. In fact, a properly u·ained ruler will not show these weakn esses 

in carrying out his duties. If he does so, it is from ignoran ce. In any case, 

the need for the Dat:!<;la can be scarcely overestimated as its absence will 

lead to disorder and the classical law of the fish- the bigger and-stronger 

fish swal lowing the smaller and the weaker. In short, the regime is 
con ceptualized as on e in which naked and physical force is replaced by 

physical force employed according to explicit and implicit codes 

san ctioned and legitimate d by a relig ious-moral authori ty located 

simultaneously and with some tension in the transcendental (Sruti) and 

the socio-communal (Smrti and Acara) domains. 

Kau!]lya then formulates the .question of organized society and the 

government in terms of 'vinaya' (discipline), linking it to duty. The aim 

of government is to procure 'safety and security oflife' and, it is further 

said, to involve observance of discipline (Vinaya). Kau ~ilya then goes on 
to draw a distinction between two kinds of discipline - artificial and 

nalural. By natural discipline is mean t lhe d iscipline naturally followed 

by a person who is docile enough or has the temperament to accept and 

fo llow rules of the discipline. Those not naturally endowed with the 

capacity of docility or perhaps more accurately unresisting receptivity, 

simply cannot be disciplined . The modern tradition which recognizes 

and glo rifies an authentic and au tonomous self would draw a different 

kind of distinction-between inner-directed and o ther-directed discipline. 

For Kau~ilya, the distinction is a sharper one between those who can be 
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disciplined and those who cannot be. The discipline h ere refers not to 
discipline focussed on purposive action but to discipline focussed on 
disposition and knowledge/ awareness. The disciplines- in the sens~ of 
disciplining as well as systems of knowledge - can have effect only on 
those who are naturally disciplinable, 'who are possessed of such mental 
facu lties as obedience, hearing, grasp ing, retentive memory, 
discrimination, inference, and deliberation, but not others devoid of 
such faculties .. .' What should one do with the unteachable? In sharp 
contrast to the modern ideology of equality, the Kau\".ilyan tradition 
accepts an inherent inequality between human beings in a mundane 
context, though they might be equal on a transcendental and 
transmundane level. Then Kaut.ilya tries to answer the question: Who h~s 
authority to legislate on matters of discipline? His answer in brief IS 
'under the authority of specialist teachers.' Here again, the modern 
tradition will privilege specialists up to a point but also provide room for 
the laity.to ruffle the calm self-assurance of the experts in the name of 
democracy, equality and liberty. Kau\".ilyafollows up the study of discipline 
with discipline in the sense of moulding personality and behaviour. 

By far the most important component of Kautilya's regimen of 
discipline is control of the organs of sense. Specifically, it is stated that sense organs can be controlled only by giving up ' lust, anger, greed, 
vanity (mana), haughtiness (mada) and overjoy (ha~a): otherwise, one 
cannot succeed either in theoretical study or in practical discipline. Now 
Kaut.ilya argues that both discipline in the sense of study and discipline 
in the sense of practical behaviour have the identical goal of enabling the 
person involved to control his sense organs. In a specific reference to the 
king, Kautilya holds that control of sense organs helps the king resist the 
temptation to indulge in such evil as hurting women or the property of 
others, lustfulness, haughtiness, and so on. This control of senses, in fact, 
promotes a better enjoyment of desire. In other words, control of the 
senses does not mean elimination of the senses but only a moderate and 
balanced enjoyment of the senses. On the one hand, Kau~i lya asserts 
categorically that the three pursuits oflife - charity, wealth , and desire 
- arc inlerdepenclen t , and excessive enjoyment of any one of them would 
hurt the other two but also hurts the one excessively indulged in as well. 
On the other hand, KauJ:i lyaalso asserts that' ... wealth, and wealth alone, 
is important, inasmuch as charity and desire depend upon wealth for 
their realization ... ' But, at least in the English version, it is not clear how 
desire can be a goal on par with charity and wealth. But one should 
perhaps take desire to mean just the craving for things, no matter how 
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many and what are desired. But the more important question is how 
Kau!:ilya can logically assign to wealth such exclusive importance if h e 
wants to emphasize the interdependence of all the three. 

Conside rable naivete and ambiguity surrounds Kau!:ilya's oft-quoted 
statement on the king which runs,' .. .In the happiness of his subjects lies 
his happiness; in their welfare his welfare; whatever p leases himself he 
shall not consider as good, but whatever pleases his subjects he shall 
consider as good ... '. There is no serious problem with regard to the 
notions of h appiness or welfare of the people. But what about the notion 
of the good? The moot question here is: Does Kau!:ilya conside r the 
n otion of the good as a subjectively held category whe the r by the king or 
the people and hence there can be no objective good transcending the 
subjective perceptions of the king or the people? Is Kau!:ilya he re liable 
to be credited with the notion of a populistic democracy of the modern 
variety? 

Now le t m e sum up the status, understanding, and formulation of the 
issu e of the self in the Indian political tradition as articulated in its most 
important text on politics. Firstly, it is possible and quite consistent with 
the text to argue that the question of the self in the sense of a non
negotiable and absolutely autonomous category does no t arise for 
Kau!:ilya, given his tradition, and hence the self does n o t figure in his 
discourse at all. But it would also be quite logical and consistent with the 
text to argue that the very suppression of even the possibility of such a self 
is itself an implicit and articulated position on the self. In the latter case, 
one can say that the 'self can be fo rmulated in m ore than one way and 
tha t Kau~ilyan tradition of theory and the poli tical practice reflected in 
it conceptualize a notion of the self in which the self is a structurally and 
essentially self-limiting category, and, therefore, in striking contrast to the 
modern liberal notion, the Kauplyan self is authentic o r ra ther morally 
valid to the extent it can discipline itself to accommodate the non-self or 
the o ther , whether the other is the other persons o r material nature or 
the cosm os itself. Secondly, the Kau!:ilyan tradition of political theory 
defines theory in a way which is theoretically different from the modern 
liberal no lion of Lheory, though it is closer to the Marxist. H ow does the 
se lf create the theory? In the modern ve1·sion , tlteo1 y arises fro rn the self
validating au thority of the self whose rationality as well as existential 
experien ce both produce and va lidate truth as well as its practical 
articulation . For Kau!:ilya and the political theory tradition h e embodies, 
the re can b e no such theory that can be theoretically constructed by a 
God-like self. T he theory is subj ect to or rather is already implicated in 
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practice through the mediation ofS~rti and Sadaclra. In other.':or~s, 
the Indian classical tradition (by classical I mean roughly the traditiOn m 
existence prior to the Muslim presence) conceptualizes the relationship 
between 'theory' and 'practice' in such a way that neither 'theory_' nor 
'practice' existand function independent of some less time-bound, if not 
timeless, category, designated 'Sruti', the directly revealed, the blindingly 
illuminated to the 'sages' in the mythical past. This kind of theory is not 
'created' by the originality of the conscious reasoning of a concrete 
human individual. The theory-building 'self' in this tradition of theory 
has the very limited role of making a continuously dialectical adjustment 
to the twin co-ordinates of'Smrti' and 'Sadadira' . One may then ask the 
question: Under what structural conditions can such a theory of theory 
function? The answer surely is that this is possible only in highly 
integrated communitarian societies, very akin to what anthropologists 
have called 'tribes', in which the elite and the o rdinary folk accept 
unquestioningly the authority of Sruti , n ot just its authority but also its 
'content' and message, and o·ne in which interpersonal communications 
are so direct and so transparent that the' exemplar' or the 'Sadacari' (the 
one considered to be following Smrti in his personal life) can be located 
and cognized immediately and without any conflict of interpretation or 
evaluation. Thirdly, given the above situation, it is not a t all surprising 
that the self is conceptualized in terms of duties, obligations, and 
functions, rather than in terms of rights. No doubt, one can arrive at 
rights in a limited sense via duties, obligations and functions. For 
instance, if a personA has the duty to perform function F, and if a person 
B is the beneficiary of the performance of the fun ction F by A, then one 
can say that B has a right to the benefits arising from the performance of 
F by A. But the rights-framework would raise the further question: What 
if A fails to perform F? Surely in the Kau t.ilyan tradition , B may receive the 
benefit, thanks to the dutifulness of A, but there is no right on the part 
ofB. He may receive the benefit, thanks to the dutifulness of A, but there 
is no right on the part of B involved. However, it is possible to argue in 
a complicated way thatB's function may involve his questioning A why he 
has not performed F. In other words, it is possible to convert duties into 
rights up to a point but there are severe limits both in theory and practice 
to. this process. The self then in this political tradition is a self that 
internalizes through discipline its disposition to perform its functions 
and duties, and the sum total of all these performances by all or almost 
all members of the society leads to an orderly community existence. 
Fourthly, rights, duties, and functions are defined, not in terms of an · 
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abstracted universal human individual, but one which is n ecessarily 

clothed already in certain roles defined through the process of an 
interaction_ b etween a relatively constant Sruti and relatively mutable 
Smrti and Acara. 

Thus, the classical Indian tradition of political th eory and practice 
tends very s~ongly towards stability, equilibrium and equipoise. This 
raises two separate questions, often confused . The first is wheth er this 
tradition is desirable and acceptable on m oral, aesthetic, intellectual, or 
som e other ground? The second question is whether, even if acceptable 

or desirable, is it feasible in our contemporary concrete situation? 

Professor KJ. Shah is certainly right in h olding that modern Indian 
inte llectual tradition and culture h as tried to answer the second question 
without answering the firs t question. Further, he is also right in arguing 
that the two questions are asked and answered even before any serious 
inte llectual effort is invested in answering the question: What is the 
structure- form and content- of the classical Indian tradition? 

Before leaving the world of classical tradition, one more important 

point n eeds to be made. Though Kautilya r egarded DaQ<;la or 
govern men tal function as the basis and foundation of all o ther functions, 
it is very impo r tan t to remember that this assumption applies only insofar 
as means and instruments of m aintaining society are con cerned. So far 
as the goals are con cerned , the governmental power is subordinate to the 
<:nds prescribed through a societal process in which Sruti', Smrti and 
Adira are involved in a continuous and dialectical in teraction. Further, 
in this process, Sruti enj oys a privileged status both morally and 
intellectually. The absolute unquestionability of the society based on 
Varn;lSrama dharma derives from this privileged status of the triple Vedas, 

though marginal deviations and deflections from it may be accepted as 
unavoidable existential hazards. In sh ort, to use the terminology of 
modern Western p olitical theory, which has now become part of modern 
political science theory and practice in India, the classical Indian political 
tradition is society-centred as It subordinates state and government to the 
societal mandates. T his way of putting it is not wrong but misleadingly 
inadequate. One must also add the further crucial rider that the superiority 
of the societal order itself derives from its conformity to the injunctions 
of morality, dharma. But ce rtainly, it does also imply that the proper locus 
of dharma is society, not government or State. For the realiza tion of the 
goals ofPuru~arthas- dharma, artha, kama and moksa- one n eeds a socie ty 
based on dharma but also a .state/ Government based on its capacity to 

conform to dharma generated by social existence. 
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III 

In the preface to the Hind Swaraj, Gandhi makes a few comments :'hie~ 
have a bearing on the issue of the self. First he writes,' ... The vtews 
venture to place before the readers are, neeedless to say, held by many 
Indians not touched by what is known as civilization, but I ask the reader~ 
to believe me when I tell him that they are also held by thousands 0 

Europeans .. .'.6 Here, what is significant is that in this apparently 
inconsequential context, Gandhi has formulated a notion of the self as 
both the self and the other. This formulation both continues and de par~ 
from the classical lin.e of tradition. It is a continuation insofar ~ lt 

· ·1 · peclfic pr!Vl eges the self as a collective category, belongmg to one s 
civilization, the traditional Indian and different from another, the 
modem civilization. But unlike the ~lassical tradition which did not have 
to encounter historically anything structurally so different from it as the 
modem civilization, the same tradition Gandhi had to reckon with sue~ 
an historical fate. Therefore, Gandhi had to apply the trad ition to thts 
new situation. How does he go about it? He does it by noting both the 
d. · · hand 
. I~t:mcuve~ess an~ universality of the Indian tradi.tion. On ~e one. . c~ 
It IS not umversal msofar as it is a category belongmg to India, as d_tsun 
from 'modern civilization ' but on the other hand, it is also a umvers~ 

' ' h h e It category shared by many Europeans. In other words, those w o s ar t 
as well as those who do not share it live in India as well as in Europe. Bu 
what is Indian about it is that it attained its most articulated expression 
in India: The second statement also reflects the need for making so~e 
chang~ m ~e tradition in the context of a post-Muslim, colonial Indt~· 
H~ .~•tes, ... others who may see the following chapters will pass thetr 
cnUctsm o~ to ~e ..... lf, therefore, my views are proved to be wrong, I sh.all 
haven~ ?est taU on m rejecting them ... ,. 7Th is passage appears to recogn.•ze 
the le~tUmacyofaselfwhichcan criticize his work and also ofaselfwhtch 
can rej ect ~e work if proved wrong. As we saw in Kau!:i lya, the self that 
had authonty to ~ues~on a text was a specialist self, but here we ?a:e the 
self of an unqualified Individual or individuals who are not spectahsts. Is 
Gandhi.here slip~ing away from tradition and slipping in to a modernity? 
As we Will see, tht.s .question cannot have a simple answer. Of course .he 
departs from tradtUon but only far enough to accommodate the objectr~re 
pressure of what I would like to call existential modernity, that ts, 
modernity as a set of concrete life-conditions, which should qe 
distinguished fr?~ modernity as an ideology accepted conscious~y 
whether after cnucal reflection or not. The first kind of modernity ts 
inescapable to anyone living in a certain place at a certain time . The 
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second kind, ideological modernity, is subject to critical reflection to a 
greater extent, and, in fact, it provides some space outside existential 
modernity from which one can see alternatives to it. I suggest that here 
Gandhi has accommodated existential modernity without succumbing 
to ideological modernity. 

I shall not go into details but simply look at what I take to be the overall 
frame and thrust of the work as a whole. For instance, in criticizing 
Gokhale, he also respects him and evaluates him. This means he relates 
to what has gone before him but does not blindly bind himself to it. This 
may appear to be a modern modality but, on more careful scrutiny, it 
appears to be the traditional mode of recognizing a dialectical interaction 
between Sruti and Smrti and Acara. It appears to be modern because in 
the context of existential modernity the gap between Sruti and Smrti and 
Acara is bound to be significant. Gandhi defines Smrti in terms ofTruth 
and Ahimsa. Is he right in doing so? Some commentators have argued 
that Gandhi accepts as basic the fourfold goals of dharma, artha, kama and 
moksain the precise manner accepted by the classical tradition. However, 
Gandhi's overall and perhaps even overriding compulsion to emphasize 
'morality' at the cost of expediency, 'soul' at the cost of body or sense, 
would place him in the Indian tradition in a peculiar sense. Though 
Gandhi himself subsumed under Hinduism, bothjainism and Buddhism, 
I suggest that he inclines more towards the Buddhist and Jain elements 
in the Indian tradition than to the narrowly Hindu element. Not that he 
rejects the Hindu element, but he moves constantly towards a position 
which is not narrowly Hindu, and later on h e accepts Islam and Christianity 
as essentially compatible with this 'Indian' tradition in terms of an 
essential and universal religiousness. But one should, however, resist the 
temptation to simplify here. It is no less important to note that Gandhi 
arrives at this universality not through an a priori abstract concept but 
through his own Indian tradition and also without surrendering its 
specificity to a supposedly universal abstraction ... The self presupposed 
here seems to b e the Vedanticselfwhich maintains that the real is neither 
the particular nor the universal, both abstractions, but the particular as 
the universal and the universal as the particular. Reality lies in the 
tension-ridden relationship between the two. As he put it, he could reach 
the universal only through his particularity as an Indian. Underlying 
both the particular and the universal was an overriding continuity and 
harmony, call it God or Truth. 

In Gandhi's formulation, the self has the same status as in the classical 
tradition in a structural sense, but, under the compulsions of the 
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Kaliyuga, Gandhi would burden the self with a greate r respo nsibility to 
discover and experience truth both as a rationally constituted category 
and as a directly and intuitively perceived category. That is why Gandhi 
can b e appropriated by extreme traditionalists and r eactionaries, 
revolutionary modernists and those who accept a mode l in which 
tradition changes but without structural disruptions and violences. My 
own view is that what Gandhi shows is the limits of balancing existential 
modernity and the ideological system implied in the classical Indian 
tradition. In short, what we find in Gandhi is both the possibility and the 
impossibility of being exclusively 'modem' or 'traditional' in the context of what 
I have called 'existentialmodemity'.Anotherwayofformulating this position 
is to say that Gandhi accepts the ideals of the classical Indian political 
tradition morally and intellectually but tries to work out their practical 
implications in the face of existential modernity. This should not be 
mistaken for eclecticism or soft synthesis. Indeed, Gandhi ex peri men ted 
with h~mselflike a scientist to see how this programme could be initiated, 
organtzed_ and operated under objective conditions. He was n o starry
eye_d ~to~tan, and equally he was no blind traditionalist. He always saw 
a d1stmct10n between the geometrical precision of ideals and the rough
edgedeness of the here and the now. 

When Gandhi advocates the Varna system but rejects untouchabili ty 
or_when he accepts the subordination of the state to society but does not 
reJeCt the state orw~er: he attacks machinery as a violation ofAhimsa but 
als~ accepts machmery that can be shown to b e more conducive to 
Aht~sa than t~ Hi_msa in a given situation , h e was trying h ard to h arness 
the tdeal to object~ve reality but also harness objective reali ty to the ideal 
-nottoco~pr?mtse but to realize. Of course this meant, for Gandhi, not 
com promtse_wtth everything but only with wh~t was regarded as secondary 
and messen tlal to t~e ideal. So far as the essential was concerned, Gandhi 
advocated the ulumate sacrifice of one's life - between violen ce to 
o~ese~f and to others, it is better to do violence to oneself. Is this a 
reJectwn of the sel(? Gandhi would argue that the self as soul is saved a t 
the cost of the seU: as body or rather the soul which gave the body life is 
~aved. !he Gand_htan strug.glewas based on two principles- non-violence 
mvolvmg the ulumate sacnfice of one's life and no compromise on basics 
but reasonable comprom· . . · · . ld th . . tse on messentials. It 1s also m thts sense that 
Gandht he at~~hglOn cannot be separated from politics, and religion 
h ere mea~t morda 1hty which formed the basis for the distinction between 
the essenual an t e secondary. 

Gandhi continued the tradition in terms of its essentials - religious-
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moral foundation of politics, subordination of the state to society insofar 
as the latter was the natural repository of morality, the regime of duties 
as against a regime of rights but, given the Kaliyuga context, a regime in 
which duties and rights limited each other in the cause of true morality. 
The self one sees behind all these positions is close to the traditional self 
but not close enough to be wholly absorbed into it. Gandhi left a small 
space for the self in the modern sense as a necessary price for living under 
conditions of existential modernity. But it would b e a serious 
misrepresentation of Gandhi to reduce this morally capable self to the 
Kantian self which is autonomous and self-authenticating in a universe 

unmanned by any transcendental category li~ God. Certainly, it cannot 
be reduced to the utilitarian self, Benthamite or Mill 's utilitarian self, 
self-calcu lating and self-promoting in a world equally devoid of 
transcendental categories. But in a God-driven universe, the Gandhian 
self, continuing the classical Indian political tradition, the self Gandhi 
postulated, exercises autonomy and performs-utilitarian calculations but 
the utility it calculates is moral good. It is \\lo.rth considering whether 
Gandhi should not be characterized as a transcendental utilitarian , who 
calculates the good that transcends the individual, even humanity, and 
embraces all r eality. 
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